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Dimensions Math
® is a series of textbooks designed for middle 

school students, developed in collaboration between Star 

Publishing and Singapore Math Inc®.  This series follows the 

Singapore Mathematics Framework and covers the topics in the 

Common Core State Standards. 
 

The emphasis of this series is on empowering the students to 

learn mathematics effectively and independently. Depending on 

the topics covered, different approaches are adopted for the 

presentation of concepts to facilitate easy understanding by 

students to internalize concepts and instill in them an interest to 

explore the topics further. 

Taught by a professional private high school teacher, the PreAlgebra class will cover key topics in the 

20-week curriculum.  The pace will be faster than regular school math with emphasize on a deeper 

understanding of concepts and more strategic problem solving.  The goal is to build a solid foundation 

for students to succeed in more advanced math  later on. 
 

Age:  6th
 to 7

th
 grade students at 7

th
 grade level.  One group with maximum 8 seats. 

Group levels:  PALG: Wednesday, 5:00-6:30 (90 minutes) 

Class Date: 

 Spring: 1/10, 1/17, 1/24, 1/31, 2/7, 2/14, 2/21, 2/28, 3/7, 3/14, 3/21, 3/28, 4/11, 4/18, 4/25,  

   5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23, 5/30 (20 meetings, no class on 4/4) 

Tuition:  Spring session: $850 ($800 tuition plus $50 material fee) 

 * Materials: Dimensions Math Textbook 7A and 7B by Singapore Math Inc. 

Registration:  Please come to Books and Me Library to register in person.  For more 

information, please visit www.booksandme.org. 

Our Teacher 

Ms. Connie Chang: Ms. Chen graduated from Lynbrook High School at Cupertino.  She obtained her 

Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education from Northwestern University.  Ms. Chen has been a full-

time math teacher at a private high school in San Jose for 5 years. Having gone through the high school 

locally herself and been a teacher, she understands clearly what are the important skills and concepts 

that students must master before going to high schools.  Ms. Chen is looking forward to getting to 

know each student and build a class that will prepare them for HS mathematics.  

 


